Using QR Location Codes Through cuScreen

If you have received a green status after completing your daily COVID-19 Screening Self-Assessment through cuScreen, you are required to scan QR location codes to check in and out of locations around campus.

You only need to “scan” the QR location code with your smartphone camera at your final destination within a building. Your final destination is where you will be spending at least 15 minutes. All QR location codes are clearly identified as belonging to cuScreen through appropriate signage.

Please scan your QR location code through the following steps:

1. Open your camera on your smartphone
2. Hold your phone over the QR code
3. Click on the website that appears at the top of the screen

When scanning QR location codes, it is easier if you are already logged into cuScreen on your phone. Please ensure you create only one account in cuScreen.

If you do not have a smartphone, you can instead use a paper-based self-assessment and location log to document your location on campus.

Please reach out to covidinfo@carleton.ca if you are experiencing problems scanning QR location codes. Please also refer to the cuScreen FAQ.